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for AVG TuneUp 21 Download.Q: How can I save a bunch of files with space in their names? I have a directory with a bunch of files with weird names like: E:\projects\v1.0.0.0.0_1\work\core\example1.txt E:\projects\v1.0.0.0.0_1\work\core\example2.txt E:\projects\v1.0.0.0.0_1\work\core\example3.txt I want to "clean" the directory and save all files with a standard name like: Any ideas how to achieve this? A:
Answering my own question for future reference: Make sure you have the File Renamer utility. Use the batch file renamer.cmd to generate the new filenames. :: Generates a new file name from the source name. @echo off :: Take the source file name and replace it with the name and the same :: number of underscores as there are in the original file name. :: The underscore pattern is taken from the extension of the
file. :: The '*' wildcard matches any number of underscores. for /f %%a in ("%~1") do for /f %%b in ("%%a.*") do ren "%%a%%b" "_%%a%%b_%%a.%%b" Source: Rep. Tom Cotton (R-Ark.) said President Obama should "shut up" in his ongoing response to a barrage of criticism from Mitt Romney and his surrogates. The comments from the junior senator from Arkansas came in response to a question about

the Republican Party's platform. It includes a call to deny amnesty to "illegal aliens" and supports "a

February 18, 2016 - New and improved AVG PC TuneUp keeps your PC running like new. It includes a set of 30 tools for faster speed, fewer crashes and longer life... to improve your device. The new program works as a recovery service. It performs a system scan and then gives you recommendations on what to do to fix errors, troubleshoot issues, and improve performance. You can use tips and tricks to fully
customize your device. In addition to this, it also offers you a number of additional tools to help you improve and customize your device. fffad4f19a
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